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SPECIAL SESSION SUMMARY

Why Reproduction Involves More Than Sex: The Diverse Effects of Mating Motivation on
Consumer Behavior

Vladas Griskevicius, University of Minnesota, USA

SESSION OVERVIEW
Consumer behavior is often thought to have little to do with

evolution or biology. After all, our ancestors did not shop at Wal-
Mart, we do not have genes for preferring Coke over Pepsi, and
consumers rarely consider how a purchase helps propagate their
genes. Emerging research at the intersection of evolutionary biol-
ogy and cognitive science, however, shows that our evolved social
motivation systems have important implications for modern con-
sumption and decision-making. The papers in this session examine
how activation of the most evolutionary-critical social motivation
system—the mating system—influences consumer behavior.

From an evolutionary perspective, social motivation systems
have been shaped by natural selection to produce behaviors to
increase reproductive fitness. For any social animal, including
Homo sapiens, reproduction involves a great deal more than sex.
Because successful reproduction is influenced by a wide variety of
behaviors (many of which are not overt acts of sexual reproduc-
tion), recent research demonstrates that mating motives operate
across a remarkably diverse range of behavioral outcomes, includ-
ing conspicuous consumption, aggression, altruism, conformity,
and creativity. The first two papers in this special session investi-
gate how sexual cues influence risky financial decisions and the
desire for distinctiveness. The last paper presents a field study that
examines how mating motives vary as a function of the ovulatory
cycle, showing how women’s hormonal changes across the cycle
influence tipping.

Van den Bergh, Millet, and Griskevicius examine how mating
motivation influences financial risk-taking and intertemporal choice.
They find that exposure to sexual cues leads to a preference for
smaller but certain monetary rewards, over larger but uncertain
monetary rewards. Berger and Shiv examine how the mating
motivation system shares features with other evolved systems such
as hunger. They find that exposure to sexual images or activation of
hunger has similar effects, such as increasing desire for distinctive
goods and choices. Miller examines how mating motivation varies
as a function of the female ovulatory cycle. In a unique field study
conducted in gentlemen’s clubs, he finds that lap dancers earn
significantly more money in tips specifically when they are most
fertile in their ovulatory cycle.

After the three papers, Griskevicius will lead a 20-minute
discussion. The first part of the discussion will integrate the three
talks. The second part will be a broader audience-involved discus-
sion of the strengths and weakness of evolutionary approaches to
studying behavior. For this broader discussion, Griskevicius will be
joined by Dr. Miller (the third presenter). Miller is a renowned
world expert on evolution and consumer behavior. He has written
a best-selling book on evolution (The Mating Mind, 2000) and has
a forthcoming book on evolution and consumer behavior (Spent:
Sex, Evolution, and Consumer Behavior, May 2009). The proposed
session would be of interest to a breadth of consumer researchers,
and of special interest to those interested in field experiments,
motivation, nonconscious processes, mating and sex, evolutionary
theory, and hormonal influences on consumption. We hope that this
session will spur discussion, debate, and ideas for further research.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

“Sex, Certainty, and Financial Risk: Why Bikinis Lead
People to Want a Sure Thing”

Bram Van den Bergh, K.U. Leuven, Belgium
Kobe Millet, K.U. Leuven, Belgium; Free University Amsterdam,

the Netherlands
Vladas Griskevicius, University of Minnesota, USA

After touching lingerie, rather than a T-shirt, men have a
heightened preference for immediate, but small monetary rewards
rather than delayed, but large monetary rewards (Van den Bergh,
Dewitte, and Warlop 2008). Temporal discounting might arise
because with longer delays, there is a greater risk that the expected
or promised reward will not be received. Delayed benefits may be
lost during waiting time and less likely to be realized. In this
research, we propose that the tendency to devalue temporally
distant outcomes (‘temporal discounting’) is driven by the tendency
to devalue improbable outcomes (‘probability discounting’). In-
deed, the distinction between the present and the future can be
conceptualized as the certainty of the former and the inherent
uncertainty associated with the latter. We hypothesize that expo-
sure to sexual cues should lead to a disproportionate increase in the
desire for sure gains.

Researchers have suggested that the discounting of subjective
value produced by delay and by probability are fundamentally the
same process (e.g., Halevy 2008). Indeed, individuals who value
immediacy (e.g., “I’d rather get $1 immediately than $2 tomor-
row”) tend to value certainty (e.g., “I’d rather get $1 for sure than
$2 with 50% probability”) (Frederick 2005). If discounting of value
produced by delay and probability are fundamentally the same
process, exposure to sexual cues should not only lead to a prefer-
ence for immediacy (Van den Bergh et al. 2008) but also to a
preference for certainty. In three experiments, we obtained evi-
dence for the hypothesis that activating mating motivation pro-
duces risk aversion in the presence of sure gains.

In the first experiment, we hypothesized that mating motiva-
tion would instigate a preference for a smaller, more certain reward
over a larger, more risky reward. After exposure to sexual cues,
proposers in an ultimatum game should be more likely to make
higher, more fair offers to responders, as fair offers are less likely
to be rejected. Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that
proposers made significantly higher offers after exposure to pic-
tures featuring sexy women dressed in a bikini (rather than pictures
featuring women in casual clothes). Upon sex cue exposure,
proposers in an ultimatum game maximized the likelihood of a
reward rather than the size of the reward.

In the second experiment, we predicted that individuals would
prefer a smaller, certain reward ($1 for the self, $1 for the anony-
mous other) rather than trusting an anonymous individual who
could increase the size of the reward ($2 for the self, $2 for the
anonymous other), but who could also take away the reward ($0 for
the self, $3 for the anonymous other) (i.e., trust game). The results
confirmed the hypothesis that sexual cues instigate risk aversion:
After exposure to pictures featuring sexy women (rather than
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pictures featuring women in casual clothes), individuals preferred
a smaller, certain monetary reward over trusting an anonymous
individual, thereby giving up the chance of a larger, but more
uncertain reward.

In the third experiment, we tested our hypothesis more directly
by using an ecologically valid manipulation. We offered individu-
als several choices between a smaller, certain reward and a larger,
uncertain reward (e.g., receive $1000 for sure versus flip a coin and
receive $2000 if heads or $0 if tails). After exposure to a female
experimenter in sexy attire, individuals were more likely to choose
the smaller, certain reward.

These experimental studies suggest that mating motivation
leads to a disproportionate increase in the desire for sure gains, so
that seeking risky alternatives is decreased. These findings are
consistent with the Somatic Marker Model (Bechara and Damasio
2005), which predicts that when one is in a positive state (i.e., after
exposure to sexual cues), risk aversion in the face of sure gains is
enhanced. Neuroscientific observations are also consistent with our
results: Increased activation of the amygdala, a brain structure
highly responsive to sexual cues, is associated with the tendency to
be risk-averse for sure rewards (De Martino et al. 2006). These
findings potentially explain why men devalue delayed monetary
rewards after touching lingerie (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, and
Warlop 2008): Because there is a greater risk that the delayed
reward will not be received, men prefer immediate, certain rewards
upon sex cue exposure.
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“Sex, Food, and the Hunger for Distinction”
Jonah Berger, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Baba Shiv, Stanford University, USA
Similarity and distinction play an important role in identity

processes, decision making, and motivation more broadly. People
avoid giving their children names that are too popular and buy
clothes that let them fit in, while also feeling unique. Indeed,
researchers have long noted that while the strength of these motives
varies across individuals and cultural-contexts, people have a need
for distinction (Brewer, 1991; Snyder and Fromkin, 1980).

The exact nature of this “need,” however, is less clear (Vignoles
et al. 2000). Most existing research has treated distinction as a
secondary motive, valued only as it enhances self-image and
contributes to self-enhancement (Lynn and Snyder, 2002; Tian,
Bearden, and Hunter 2001). Another perspective, however, argues
for the intriguing possibility that distinctiveness may be a funda-
mental human need (Brewer, 1991; Vignoles et al. 2000). This
debate has important implications for understanding the role of

distinctiveness in identity processes, but lack of empirical tests has
made it hard to reach any conclusions.

We examine the nature of distinctiveness by testing whether it
shares kinship with other basic rewards arising from physiological
needs such mating motives. To do so, we turn to recent work on
motivation. Physiological drives (e.g., sex) can increase the desir-
ability of relevant reward stimuli, but this link can also work in the
opposite direction, such that reward stimuli can themselves
strengthen relevant drive states. Further, by activating dopaminer-
gic reward systems, such stimuli can increase reward responsive-
ness more generally (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, and Warlop, 2008;
Wadhwa, Shiv and Nowlis 2008).

If similarity and distinction share kinship with basic physi-
ological drive states such as mating, then they should have similar
motivational properties. To the extent that distinctiveness is re-
warding, exposure to basic reward cues should influence the
desirability of distinction. Sexually arousing images, for example,
ought to influence preferences for distinctive goods. Conversely,
manipulations that activate distinctiveness should have correspond-
ing effects on the desirability of basic physiological rewards.
Priming distinctiveness, for example, should influence people’s
desire for romantic partners.

Five experiments test these possibilities. First, we examine
whether exposure to sexual cues or a strong desire for food influ-
ences the desirability of distinctive products. In Study 1, partici-
pants were approached either right after they had eaten dinner or
right before (when they were hungry). In Study 2, we built on prior
work in indicating that sexual images activate reward circuitry
(Aharon et al. 2001) and exposed participants either swimsuit
model or control pictures. We then asked participants in each study
to choose amongst options that varied in their distinctiveness (i.e.,
some had been selected by prior participants, or were preferred by
a greater percentage of others). As predicted, differences in basic
physiological needs influenced preferences for distinction. Study 1
found that hungry participants (those approached before dinner)
were more likely to avoid options selected by another participant
(M=4.12 vs. 3.35; F (1, 36)=6.25, p=.02). Study 2 found that
participants exposed to sexual images preferred more distinctive
options (2.20 vs. 1.88; F(1, 58)=11.34, p<.001).

The first two studies illustrate that activation of basic physi-
ological drives such as mating can influence preferences for distinc-
tion, but if distinctiveness is truly a basic human need, the effects
should work in the opposite direction as well. Distinctiveness itself
should influence the desirability of other reward stimuli. The next
two studies tested this possibility by priming half the subjects with
distinctiveness and then measuring the desirability of other reward-
ing stimuli. As predicted, (Study 3) priming participants with
distinctiveness increased the desirability of other rewards such a
romantic encounters and led participants to reporting willingness to
walk more blocks to get their favorite food (M=12.28 vs. 7.82;
F(82)=4.56, p=.04).

The last study provides further evidence for our
conceptualization by examining whether the observed effects would
reverse for cultural groups (East Asians) who find assimilation
(rather than distinctiveness) rewarding. Using a similar set-up to
Study 2, participants were exposed to either swimsuit models or
control images and we measured their preference for distinctive
products while also recording their cultural background. As ex-
pected, exposure to other reward cues had opposite effects on
European Americans and East Asians participants, (F(1, 73)=13.33,
p<.001). Compared to the control condition, a general appetitive
state increased the choice of distinctive products among European
Americans (F (1, 73)=12.12, p<.001) but it decreased the choice of
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distinctive products for East Asians (F (1, 73)=5.37, p<.05). Taken
together, these results suggest that distinction has similar motiva-
tional properties to other basic needs such as mating. The findings
provide insight into the nature of distinctiveness and its motiva-
tional effects more generally.
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“What Marketers Can Learn From Lap-Dancers: A Field
Study of Ovulatory Cycle Effects on Consumer Behavior”
Geoffrey Miller, University of New Mexico, USA; Queensland

Institute of Medical Research, Australia
Evolutionary psychology has revolutionized our understand-

ing of human female sexuality in the last 15 years. This new
research has profound implications for understanding women’s
consumption patterns and preferences, but it remains almost un-
known to the consumer research community.

In particular, dozens of papers have found that women of
reproductive age (c.15 to 40) think, feel, and behave quite differ-
ently depending on whether they are in the menstrual, follicular,
estrus, or luteal phases of their monthly cycle. This work has
overturned the century-long assumption that human females uniquely
had ‘lost’ estrus. Estrus is the phase around ovulation (maximum
fertility) of increased sexual receptivity, increased sexual attrac-
tiveness to males, and increased sexual attraction to males who
show signs of high genetic quality. Female estrus now appears to be
universal across all vertebrate species such as the 10,000 birds and
5,400 mammals, including all 394 primates such as humans
(Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008).

This talk reviews the evolutionary logic of estrus and previous
research on ovulatory cycle effects in women, presents some
striking new example of cycle effects on cash earnings by lap-
dancers working in gentlemen’s clubs, and discusses implications
of this research program for understanding women’s behavior as
both consumers and marketers.

The evolutionary benefits of estrus arise from sex itself. In
sexually reproducing species, two individuals combine their genes
to produce offspring, so the genetic quality of one’s mate deter-
mines half the genetic quality of one’s offspring–and thus their
likelihood of surviving and reproducing in turn. Thus, in the 530
million years that nervous systems have been evolving, one of their
key jobs has been to prefer good mates with good genes–the oldest
version of a consumer preference for a luxury good. The stakes are
especially high for female mammals, who invest more energy in
parental care throughout pregnancy and breast-feeding, and who
therefore cannot produce as many offspring per lifetime as a highly

promiscuous male. So, females evolved to be choosier about their
sexual partners, and to be especially choosy when they might
actually get pregnant from a sexual encounter–i.e. just before
ovulation, during estrus. Previous research has now shown that
women during estrus compared to other phases of the cycle do show
stronger preferences for males who are healthier, taller, more
athletic, more muscular, more masculine-looking, more socially
dominant, and more creative, whether painting works of art or
launching start-up companies (Haselton & Miller, 2006).

Ovulatory cycle effects are not limited to women’s prefer-
ences; they also affect women’s sexual attractiveness. Given that
fertile females had to compete against each other for the attentions
of the few highest-quality male sires (whose own long-term part-
ners resented infidelity), women evolved to be maximally attractive
during estrus, when it was most important to ‘poach’ the good
genes. Previous lab and questionnaire research has shown that
women during estrus compared to other cycle phases are indeed
more attractive to men with regard to body scent, voice quality,
facial appearance, breast symmetry, waist-to-hip ratio, verbal flu-
ency, self-confidence, mental health, and overall mood. Also,
women in estrus dress in more stylish and revealing clothing, travel
more miles per day, go out more often at night to crowded night-
spots, have more sexual fantasies about men other than their current
boyfriends or husbands, receive more cell phone calls from jealous
boyfriends, and have more actual one-night stands and affairs.

Use of hormonal contraception such as the Pill (which elimi-
nates ovulation) eliminates all of these cycle effects on women’s
mate preferences, sexual attractiveness, mate search effort, and
short-term mating. Conversely, dissatisfaction with a current long-
term mate (boyfriend or husband) seems to amplify all of these
effects.

However, it was not clear whether women’s estrus shifts in
attractiveness cashed out in the real world of women’s work as
marketers and service providers. To investigate the economic
effects of estrus, my colleagues and I examined ovulatory cycle
effects on earnings by professional lap dancers working in Albu-
querque gentlemen’s clubs. Eighteen dancers recorded their men-
strual periods, work shifts, and cash earnings for 60 days each on a
study web site. Hierarchical linear modeling of the data (represent-
ing earnings from about 5,300 lap dances) showed main effects of
cycle phase [F(2, 236)=27.46, p<.001] and Pill use [F(1, 17)=6.76,
p<.05], plus the expected interaction between cycle phase and pill
use [F(2, 236)=5.32, p<.01]. Normally cycling dancers (those who
did not use the Pill, and thus had an estrus phase) earned about $335
per 5-hour shift during estrus, $260 per shift during the luteal phase
(after ovulation) or the early follicular phase (before ovulution),
and $185 per shift during menstruation. By contrast, dancers using
the Pill showed no estrus earnings peak, but did show the menstrual-
period drop. Also, Pill use reduced earnings by an average of more
than $80 per shift–more than $10,000 per year in lost earnings. This
is the first economic evidence for the importance of estrus in a real-
world work setting.

Taken together, these findings have many implications for
consumer behavior research. Since so much of consumer behavior
is driven by unconscious mating effort, especially among young
single adults (Griskevicius et al., 2007; Miller, 2009), cycle effects
may profoundly influence women’s consumer behavior. If estrus
affects women’s mate preferences regarding male height, facial
features, body types, social dominance, and creativity, it may also
shift their consumer preferences regarding the appearance and
behavior of male service providers, entertainers, spokesmen, and
sales staff. If estrus affects women’s scent, voice, appearance, self-
image, and mood, it may also affect their consumer preferences
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regarding cosmetics, clothing, fitness products, self-help books,
and mood-altering products such as chocolate, alcohol, tobacco,
and romance novels. Finally, if estrus provokes more travel, going
out in the evenings, and sexual affairs, it may affect women’s
consumer preferences and consumption patterns regarding cars,
restaurants, night clubs, movies, hotels, cell phones, and social
internet sites. Thus, consumer behavior researchers and marketers
could better understand female consumers by routinely measuring
their current cycle phase and Pill use, which can be done reliably
with a one-page questionnaire.
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